
On the MX=G=1 Queue with a Waiting Serverand VacationsUri YechialiDepartment of Statistics and Operations ResearchSchool of Mathematical SciencesTel Aviv UniversityTel Aviv 69978, Israel[uriy@post.tau.ac.il]AbstractWe analyze the MX=G=1 queue with server vacations and an additional feature,reecting various real-life situations, in which the server, upon �nding an empty systemat the end of a vacation, activates a timer of duration T and waits dormant. If a batcharrives during the dormant period, a new busy period starts, but if no arrivals occur, theserver waits no more and takes another vacation. The MX=G=1 queues with multipleor with single vacations become limiting cases of the above model when T ! 0 orT !1, respectively.Keywords and phrases: MX=G=1 queue; Vacations; Waiting server1 IntroductionWe study a batch-arrival MX=G=1 system with server vacations, and with the additionalfeature, reecting many real-life situations, that when the server returns from a vacation and�nds an empty queue, he decides to wait for some time T (called a Timer), before takingfurther action. If a batch arrives before T expires, a busy period starts immediately. However,if there are no arrivals within T , the server leaves for a new vacation. This extension, besidesmodeling a common human behaviour, generalizes models of MX=G=1 queue with servervacations: when T shrinks to 0, we obtain the MX=G=1 queue with multiple vacations,while when T extends to in�nity, the result is the MX=G=1 queue with single vacations.The batch-arrival single-class MX=G=1 queue without vacations and FIFO regime wasanalyzed by Burke (1975), and the corresponding queue with multiple vacations by Baba1



(1986). Takagi and Takahashi (1991) investigated priority queues with batch Poisson ar-rivals under the FIFO service regime, with either multiple or single vacations. Rosenbergand Yechiali (1993) analyzed the MX=G=1 queue with LIFO service regime under threeversions: without server vacations, with multiple vacations and with single vacations. Theyderived explicit formulae for the Laplace-Stieltjes transform (LST), mean and second mo-ment of the waiting time WLIFO of an arbitrary customer and showed that in each caseE[W 2LIFO] = E[W 2FIFO]=(1 � �), where � is the traÆc load. Shomrony and Yechiali (2001)studied theMX=G=1 queue with vacations under the Randomly Timed Gated (RTG) proto-col, introduced by Eliazar and Yechiali (1998), by which, whenever the server starts a busyperiod , a timer with a random duration is activated. If the server empties the queue beforethe timer expires, he leaves for another vacation. Otherwise, if there are still customers inthe system when the timer expires, the server either completes service to the customer beingserved and leaves for a vacation (version 1), or leaves immediately (version 2). Recently,G. Choudhury studied the MX=G=1 queue with multiple vacations and with a setup period(2000), and further investigated the batch-arrival queue with single vacations (2002).The `wait' option of the server when �nding an empty queue was introduced and studiedby Boxma, Schlegel and Yechiali (2002) for the regular M=G=1 queue. In the current work weextend the analysis to the batch-arrival queue and derive the probability generating functions(PGFs) of the queue size not only at service completion epochs (section 3) but also at a startof a busy period (section 7). We further derive the LST, mean and second moment of thebusy period duration (section 4), the LST and mean of the (total) vacation period (section5) and of the sum of dormant times within a vacation period (section 6). In section 8 weobtain the LST and mean of the cycle time and in section 9 we derive the LST and mean ofthe waiting time of an arbitrary customer . It should be indicated that, di�erently from theM=G=1 scenario where PASTA applies and the derivation of the LST of the waiting timefollows a standard argument relating this LST with the PGF of the queue size at arrival(and departure) instants, in the batch-arrival case this argument can not be directly appliedand a careful consideration of the waiting time within a batch is required. Finally, in eachsection we obtain the corresponding results for the MX=G=1 queue with multiple or withsingle vacations by letting T ! 0 or by letting T !1, respectively.2 The ModelWe consider an MX=G=1 queueing system where i.i.d random batches of customers arriveaccording to a Poisson process fA(t); t � 0g with intensity �. Each batch-size, X, has aprobability mass function P (X = m) = fm (m = 1; 2; 3; : : :) with probability generating2



function (PGF), bX(z) = E[zX ] =P1m=1 fmzm. We let f = f (1) = E[X], f (2) = E[X(X�1)]and f (3) = E[X(X � 1)(X � 2)], where f (k) = dk bX(z)=dzk��z=1. Customers are servedone at a time by a single server and service times, B, of individual customers are i.i.d.random variables with LST B�(s) = E[e�sB], mean E[B] = b(1) = b and k-th momentE[Bk] = b(k). Similar notation is used for other random variables introduced in the sequel.The traÆc load is denoted by � = �E[X]E[B] = �fb, and the system is stable when� < 1. The `residual' service time, RB, has an LST R�B(s) = [1�B�(s)]=�sE[B]� with meanE[RB] = E[B2]=�2E[B]�. Batches are admitted to service according to their order of arrival,and within a batch, individual customers are served according to their inner order (FIFOregime). Service of customers is non-preemptive. At the termination of a busy period,when the queue becomes empty, the server takes a random vacation U . At the end of avacation U the server returns to the main queue. If upon return from a vacation there areN > 0 customers in the system (i.e. at least one batch has arrived during U) the serverstarts servicing exhaustively until the �rst moment thereafter at which the system becomesempty again. At that moment the server goes for another vacation. However, if N = 0,the server activates a random timer T and waits. If a batch arrives before T expires, theserver immediately starts servicing (one by one) the just arrived customers and continuesworking until the end of the busy period, before taking another vacation U . If no batchesarrive during the timer's duration (i.e. the timer's length is shorter than the inter-arrivaltime of batches), the server does not wait any more and leaves for a vacation U . We invokethe usual independence assumptions between inter-arrival times, batch sizes, service times,vacation lengths and timer durations. The distributions of B;U and T are assumed to begeneral.3 Number of Customers3.1 Law of MotionIn this section we derive the PGF and mean of the number of customers in the system atservice completion (departure) epochs.Let Ln denote the number of customers left behind by the n-th departing customer.Then, the law of motion of the system's state L at departure epochs is given as follows:If Ln > 0, then Ln+1 = Ln � 1 + A(B)Xj=1 Xj ; (3.1)where A(B) stands for the number of batches that arrived during the service time Bn+1 of3



the (n+ 1)-th customer, and X1; X2; : : : are i.i.d. random variables, all distributed as X.If Ln = 0, thenLn+1 = 8>>><>>>: �Pj=1Xj � 1 + A(B)Pi=1 Xi w.p. 1�U�(�)1�U�(�)T �(�) = �X � 1 + A(B)Pi=1 Xi w.p. U�(�)(1�T �(�))1�U�(�)T �(�) = 1� � ; (3.2)where � = A(U)��A(U)�1, T �(�) = P (no arrivals in T ) = R10 e��tdP (T � t), and U�(�) =P (no arrivals in U) = P (A(U) = 0).The explanation of (3.2) is similar to the one given in [2]: when the server takes avacation, the probability of no batch arrivals during U is R10 e��tdP (U � u) = U�(�).Then, upon �nding an empty system, the server activates a timer T . The probability of noarrivals during T is T �(�), and the server takes another vacation, etc. This combined processrepeats itself k � 0 times with probability [U�(�)T �(�)]k, until, after k repetitions, thereis at least one batch arrival during U . This last event occurs with probability 1 � U�(�)and the server then �nds � = A(U)��A(U)�1 waiting batches with P�j=1Xj individual jobs.Thus, the next departure will leave behindP�j=1Xj � 1+PA(B)i=1 Xi waiting customers withprobability � = (1� U�(�))P1k=0[U�(�)T �(�)]k = 1�U�(�)1�U�(�)T �(�) . The other possibility is thatafter k repeated pairs of U and T without batch arrivals, there will be another vacation withno arrivals, but with a batch arrival during the following T . This occurs with probabilityU�(�)(1 � T �(�))P1k=0[U�(�)T �(�)]k = U�(�)(1�T �(�))1�U�(�)T �(�) = 1 � �. Then, the server startsservicing when there is exactly one batch in the system, and the �rst departure thereafterleaves behind X � 1 +PA(B)i=1 Xi customers.3.2 Generating Function of the Queue Size at a Service Comple-tion (departure) EpochUsing relations (3.1) and (3.2) we deriveE[zLn+1 ] = E hz(Ln�1+PA(B)j=1 Xj)��Ln > 0i � P (Ln > 0)+nE hz(P�j=1Xj�1+PA(B)i=1 Xi)i � �+E hz(X�1+PA(B)i=1 Xi)i � (1� �)o � P (Ln = 0) : (3.3)We consider the system in steady state (� < 1) where Ln ! L, with bL(z) = limn!1E[zLn ],and denote the probability that the system is empty at a service completion instant by4



P0 := P (L = 0). ThenE[zLjL > 0] � P (L > 0) =  1Xk=1 zk � P (L = k)P (L > 0)! � P (L > 0) = bL(z)� P0 : (3.4)The PGF of the total number of customers arriving within a service time B is given byE hz(PA(B)j=1 Xj)i = EA(B) hE hzPA(B)j=1 Xj ��A(B)ii = EA(B) h� bX(z)�A(B)i= Z 1t=0 1Xk=0 e��t (�t)kk! � bX(z)�k � dP (B � t)= Z 1t=0 e��(1� bX(z))tdP (B � t) = B� h��1� bX(z)�i (3.5)The PGF of the total number of customers arriving within a vacation U , given that therewas at least one batch arrival, isE hz(P�j=1Xj)i = E� h� bX(z)��i = b�� bX(z)� = E h bXA(U)(z)��A(U) � 1i= Z 1t=0 1Xk=1 � bX(z)�k � e��t (�t)kk! dP (U � t)=P �A(U) � 1�= 11� U�(�) Z 1t=0 e��t�e�t bX(z) � 1�dP (U � t)= U�[�(1� bX(z))]� U�(�)1� U�(�) : (3.6)Similarly, E[z�] = U�[�(1� z)]� U�(�)1� U�(�) ; resulting in E[�] = �E[U ]1� U�(�) : (3.7)Thus, utilizing equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), we get,bL(z) = �bL(z)� P0�z�1B� h��1� bX(z)�i+(�U�[�(1� bX(z))]� U�(�)1� U�(�) �z�1 �B� h��1� bX(z)�i � 1� U�(�)1� U�(�)T �(�)+ bX(z) � z�1B� h��1� bX(z)�i � U�(�)(1� T �(�))1� U�(�)T �(�) )P0 : (3.8)Rearranging terms and writing Æ := �(1� bX(z)) we obtainbL(z) = P0B�(Æ)[(1� bX(z))U�(�)(1� T �(�)) + 1� U�(Æ)][B�(Æ)� z)[1� U�(�)T �(�)] : (3.9)5



To calculate P0 we use bL(1) = 1 and B�(Æ)��z=1 = 1. This leads to1 = P01� U�(�)T �(�) limz!1"U�(�)(1� T �(�))(1� bX(z))� U�(Æ) + 1B�(Æ)� z # :Applying L'Hospital's rule, we obtain (with � := �fb)P0 = (1� �) 1� U�(�)T �(�)f [�E(U) + U�(�)(1� T �(�))] : (3.10)Finally bL(z) = (1� �)B�(Æ)[U�(�)(1� T �(�))(1� bX(z))� U�(Æ) + 1][B�(Æ)� z]f [�E[U ] + U�(�)(1� T �(�))] : (3.11)When X � 1, equation (3.11) reduces to equation (3.5) in Boxma, Schlegel and Yechiali(2002). Note that, in such a case, bL(z) is also the PGF of the number of customers in thesystem at an arbitrary moment.When T = 1 (i.e. T �(�) = 0), the timer model reduces to the MX=G=1 queue withsingle vacations (SV). In this case, equation (3.11) reduces tobL(z)MX=G=1+SV = (1� �)B�(Æ)[1� U�(Æ) + U�(�)(1� bX(z))]f � [B�(Æ)� z][�E[U ] + U�(�)] : (3.12)Equation (3.12) coincides with equation (5.5) in Choudhury (2002).If T = 0 (with T �(�) = 1), we obtain the MX=G=1 queue with multiple vacations (MV).Equation (3.11) then reduces tobL(z)MX=G=1+MV = (1� �)B�(Æ)[1� U�(Æ)]f � [B�(Æ)� z]�E[U ]= (1� �)B�(Æ)(1� bX(z))f [B�(Æ)� z] � 1� U�(Æ)�E[U ](1� bX(z))= bL(z)MX=G=1 � 1� U�(Æ)ÆE[U ] (3.13)(see equation (4.20) in Shomrony and Yechiali (2001)). Denoting by RU the `residual' partof the vacation time U , then R�U(Æ) = (1 � U�(Æ))=(ÆE[U ]) expresses the PGF of the totalnumber of customers arriving during RU . Thus, equation (3.13) reveals the decompositionproperty that the number of customers at a service completion instant is the sum of thenumber of customers in the MX=G=1 queue plus the number of customers arriving duringthe `remaining time' of a vacation, RU .When U = 0, equation (3.13) reduces to the PGF for the MX=G=1 queue at departureepochs bL(z)MX=G=1 = (1� �)B�(Æ)(1� bX(z))f [B�(Æ)� z] : (3.14)6



This follows since, when U ! 0, [1� U�(�(1� bX(z)))]=(�E[U ])! (1� bX(z)).Equation (3.14) coincides with equation (3.18) in Shomrony and Yechiali (2001) andwith equation (2.10) in Cohen ((1982), page 386). Clearly, when X � 1, we have bX(z) = z,Æ = �(1� z) and f = 1, so that equation (3.14) reduces to the Khintchine-Pollazcek formulafor the classical M=G=1 queue (see e.g. Levy and Yechiali (1975), Takagi (1991))bL(z)M=G=1 = (1� �)(1� z)B�[�(1� z)]B�[�(1� z)]� z : (3.15)4 The Busy PeriodA busy period starts either with � = A(U)��A(U)�1 batches that arrived during a vacation U ,or with a batch of size X arriving within the timer's duration, T . As in equation (3.2), theformer event occurs with probability � and the latter with probability 1� �. Consider �rsta busy period that starts with the arrival of a batch of size X. Denote its duration by �X .The total service time of all jobs belonging to this batch is Y =PXi=1Bi, where Bi are i.i.d,all distributed like B.Clearly, E[Y ] = E[X] � E[B] = f � E[B] = fb, while the LST of Y is given by (seeRosenberg and Yechiali (1993), equation (1))Y �(s) = E�e�s(PXi=1 Bi)� = 1Xn=1 fn�B�(s)�n = bX�B�(s)� : (4.1)Di�erentiating, the second and third moments of Y are derived:E[Y 2] = f (2)b2 + fb(2); E[Y 3] = f (3)b3 + 3f (2)b(2)b + fb(3) : (4.2)Considering the service time of a batch as a service time of a `super' customer in a regularM=G=1 queue with service times Y and utilizing (4.1), the LST of the busy period startingwith an arrival of a batch is given by (see Rosenberg and Yechiali (1993), equation (2);Shomrony and Yechiali (2001), equation (2.11)).��X(s) = Y ��s + �� ���X(s)� = bX �B��s+ �� ���X(s)�� : (4.3)Thus, by di�erentiating Y �(�), we getE[�X ] = E[Y ]�1 + �E[�X ]� = E[Y ]1� �E[Y ] = E[Y ]1� � = fb1� � = 1� � �1� � : (4.4)Alternatively, by di�erentiating bX(�) from the RHS of (4.3), we getE[�X ] = E[X]b�1 + �E[�X ]� = fb1� � :7



This follows since 1 + �E[�X ] = 1 + �1�� = (1� �)�1.The second moment of �X is derived by di�erentiating ��X(s) twice:E[�2X ] = E[Y 2]�1 + �E[�X ]�2 + E[Y ]�E[�2X ] = E[Y 2](1 + �E[�X ])21� � = E[Y 2](1� �)3 : (4.5)Now, consider a busy period that starts with � batches, and denote its duration by ��.Then, �� =P�j=1(�X)j where (�X)j are i.i.d. all distributed like �X . Thus,��� (s) = E h���X(s)��i = b����X(s)� : (4.6)But, b�(z) = E[zA(U)jA(U)�1] = U�[�(1� z)]� U�(�)1� U�(�) : (4.7)Thus, �nally, ��� (s) = U�[�(1� ��X(s))]� U�(�)1� U�(�) : (4.8)Di�erentiating, we getE[��] = E[U ] � (�E[�X ])1� U�(�) = �E[U ]fb(1� �)(1� U�(�)) = �1� � � E[U ]1� U�(�) (4.9)E[�2� ] = 11� U�(�)hE[U2]��E[�X ]�2 + E[U ]�E[�2X ]i : (4.10)Combining (4.3) and (4.8) we obtain the LST of the busy period �:��(s) = (1� �)��X(s) + ����(s)= U�(�)(1� T �(�))1� U�(�)T �(�) � bX �B��s+ �� ���X(s)��+U�[�(1� ��X(s))]� U�(�)1� U�(�)T �(�) : (4.11)Now, E[�] = (1� �)E[�X ] + �E[��]= U�(�)(1� T �(�))1� U�(�)T �(�) � fb1� � + E[U ]1� U�(�)T �(�) � �1� �= ��U�(�)(1� T �(�))=�+ E[U ]�(1� �)[1� U�(�)T �(�)]= E[�X ] �U�(�)(1� T �(�)) + �E[U ]1� U�(�)T �(�) � (4.12)8



The second moment of � is given byE[�2] = (1� �)E[�2X ] + �E[�2� ] (4.13)where E[�2X ] and E[�2� ] are given by (4.5) and (4.10), respectively.When X � 1 (M=G=1 with vacations and a timer), equation (4.11) reduces to equation(5.1) of Boxma, Schlegel and Yechiali (2002).For the multiple vacation case (T �(�) = 1), equation (4.11) yields��(s)MX=G=1+MV = U�[�(1� ��X(s)]� U�(�)1� U�(�) (4.14)with E��MX=G=1+MV� = E[U ]1� U�(�) � �1� � = E[��] : (4.15)For the single vacation (SV) case (T = 1 and T �(�) = 0), equation (4.11) reduces toequation (3.2) of Choudhury (2002):��(s)MX=G=1+SV = U�(�) h bX �B��s+ �� ���X(s)��� 1i+ U� ���1� ��X(s)�� (4.16)and E[�MX=G=1+SV] = U�(�)fb+ E[U ] � �1� � = �1� � �U�(�)� + E(U)�= E[�X ]�U�(�) + �E[U ]� : (4.17)5 Vacation PeriodLet I be the Exponential(�) inter-arrival time, with LST I�(s) = �s+� . Denote by VP thevacation period, i.e. the time interval beginning at the end of an active busy period andextending to the start of the next busy period. Let fUi; i = 1; 2; 3; :::g and fTi; i = 1; 2; 3; :::gbe two sequences of i.i.d. random variables having LST U�(�) and T �(�), respectively.For particular values of U1; U2; : : : ; Uk+1; T1; T2; : : : ; Tk, and I we haveVP = ((U1 + T1) + � � �+ (Uk + Tk) + Uk+1 w.p. e��Pki=1(Ui+Ti)(1� e��Uk+1)(U1 + T1) + � � �+ (Uk + Tk) + Uk+1 + I w.p. e��Pki=1(Ui+Ti)e��Uk+1F Tk+1(I)where F Tk+1(I) = P [Tk+1 > I].It follows that the length of the vacation period in the current model is identical withthe length of the vacation period in the regular M=G=1 queue with a waiting server andvacations. 9



Thus, as was shown in [2],V �P (s) = U�(s)� U�(s+ �) + U�(s+ �) ��+s [1� T �(s+ �)]1� U�(s+ �)T �(s+ �) : (5.1)and E[VP ] = E[U ] + U�(�)� [1� T �(�)]1� U�(�)T �(�) : (5.2)For the multiple vacation (MV) case, equations (5.1) and (5.2) reduce, respectively, toV �P (s) = U�(s)� U�(s+ �)1� U�(s+ �) ;and E[VP ] = E[U ]1� U�(�) :For the single vacation (SV) case, equations (5.1) and (5.2) yield, respectively,V �P (s) = U(s)� U�(s+ �) + U�(s+ �)I�(s)and E[VP ] = E[U ] + U�(�)� :6 Sum of Dormant (`Wait') Lengths within a VacationPeriodDenote by D the sum of dormant T times within a vacation period VP . Similarly to thederivation of the LST of VP we writeD�(s) = E�e�sD� = 1Xk=0 E he�s(Pki=1 Ti)e��Pki=1(Ui+Ti)(1� e��Uk+1)i+ 1Xk=0 E he�s(Pki=1 Ti)e��Pki=1(Ui+Ti)e��Uk+1i � E �e�sIF T (I)�= 1� U�(�) + U�(�) ��+s�1� T �(s+ �)�1� U�(�)T �(s+ �) : (6.1)By di�erentiation we obtain E[D] = U�(�)� [1� T �(�)]1� U�(�)T �(�) : (6.2)Then E[VP ]� E[D] = E[U ]1� U�(�)T �(�) (6.3)is the expected total time within a VP in which the server is (only) on vacations U .10



7 Queue Size Distribution at a Start of a Busy PeriodAs indicated before, a busy period starts either with � = A(U)��A(U)�1 batches that arrivedduring a vacation, or with a batch of size X arriving within a timer duration. Thus, thenumber of customers Q at a busy period initiation isQ = (P�j=1Xj w.p. �X w.p. 1� � : (7.1)It follows that bQ(z) = E[zQ] = �E hz(P�j=1Xj)i + (1� �)E[zX ]= �b�� bX(z)�+ (1� �) bX(z) : (7.2)Using (4.7) and (3.2) we getbQ(z) = U�(Æ)� U�(�)1� U�(�)T �(�) + U�(�)(1� T �(�))1� U�(�)T �(�) bX(z) : (7.3)From (7.1) and (7.3) we obtainE[Q] = E[�]E[X]�+ E[X](1� �) = � �E[U ]1� U�(�)T �(�) + U�(�)(1� T �(�))1� U�(�)T �(�) �E[X]= �E[VP ]E[X] : (7.4)For the SV case (T �(�) = 0), equation (7.3) reduces toQ�MX=G=1+SV(z) = U�(Æ)� U�(�)�1� bX(z)� : (7.5)Equation (7.5) coincides with equation (2.2) of Choudhury (2002).For the MV case (T �(�) = 1), we getbQMX=G=1+MV(z) = U�(Æ)� U�(�)1� U�(�) (7.6)8 Cycle TimeLet C = VP + � denote the cycle time. Then, for given U1; T1; U2; T2; : : : ; Uk; Tk; Uk+1 and I,and with � := A(Uk+1)��A(Uk+1)�1 we haveC = (Pki=1(Ui + Ti) + Uk+1 + �� w.p. e��Pki=1(Ui+Ti) � (1� e��Uk+1)Pki=1(Ui + Ti) + Uk+1 + I + �X w.p. e��Pki=1(Ui+Ti)e��Uk+1F Tk+1(I) (8.1)11



where F Tk+1(I) = P (Tk+1 > I) and �� and �X are as de�ned in section 4.Then, the LST of C is given byC�(s) = 1Xk=0 E he�sPki=1(Ui+Ti)e�sUk+1e��Pki=1(Ui+Ti)(1� e��Uk+1)e�sP�j=1(�X)ji+ 1Xk=0 E he�sPki=1(Ui+Ti)e�sUk+1e�sIe��Pki=1(Ui+Ti)e��Uk+1F Tk+1(I)e�s�Xi= 1Xk=0 �U�(s+ �)T �(s+ �)�k � E "e�sUk+1�1� e��Uk+1����X(s)�A(Uk+1)��A(Uk+1)�1#+ 1Xk=0 �U(s + �)T �(s+ �)�kU�(s+ �) ��+ s�1� T �(s+ �)���X(s) :Thus,C�(s) = U�[s+ �(1� ��X(s)]� U�(s+ �) + U�(s+ �) ��+s [1� T �(s+ �)]��X(s)1� U�(s+ �)T �(s+ �) : (8.2)The mean cycle time is given byE[C] = E[U ] + U�(�)� [1� T �(�)](1� �)[1� U�(�)T �(�)] : (8.3)It readily follows from (4.12) and (8.3) that the fraction of time that the server is busy or isnon-operative is, as expected,Pbusy := E[�]E[C] = �; Pnon�operative := E[VP ]E[C] = 1� � :Similarly, the proportion of time that the server is dormant is given byPD = E[D]E[C] = U�(�)� [1� T �(�)](1� �)E[U ] + U�(�)� [1� T �(�)] :Finally, the proportion of time the server spends on `pure' vacations U isPU = E[VP ]� E[D]E[C] = E[U ](1� �)E[U ] + U�(�)� �1� T �(�)� :9 Waiting TimesLet W := waiting (queueing) time of an arbitrary customer, J . W is composed of twocomponents: (1) W1 := the time from the arrival epoch of the batch to which J belongs12



until the moment at which the �rst customer of this batch starts service, and (2) W2 := thetime elapsing from the latter moment until customer J begins service.Consider a random batch of size X as a `super customer' with (total) service timeY = PXi=1Bi (see section 4). Now, the LST of W1 is the same as the LST of the wait-ing time of an arbitrary customer (derived by Boxma, Schlegel and Yechiali (BSY) (2002))for anM=G=1 queue with a waiting server, timer and vacations, where the individual servicetime B there is replaced by Y here. Thus, using the expression for W �(s) in section 4 ofBSY (2002), we haveW �1 (s) = s(1� �)s� �+ �Y �(s) � �[1� U�(s)]=s+ U�(�)[1� T �(�)]U�(�)[1� T �(�)] + �E[U ]= W �M=G(Y )=1(s)�E[VP ]� E[D]E[VP ] R�U(s) + E[D]E[VP ] � 1� (9.1)where WM=G(Y )=1 is the waiting time of a customer in a regular M=G=1 queue where servicetimes are Y rather than B. Thus,E[W1] = �E[Y 2]2(1� �) + �E[U2]2 � 1 ; (9.2)where  = �E[U ] + U�(�)(1� T �(�)).Equation (9.1) reveals that the queueing time of a batch is a composition of two inde-pendent variables: W1 = WM=G(Y )=1 + S, whereS = (RU with probability (E[VP ]� E[D])=E[VP ]0 with probability E[D]=E[VP ] :When X � 1, equation (9.2) reduces to equation (4.2) in BSY (2002).Calculation of W �2 (s)Customer J is in the n-th position (within his batch) with probability gn = 1f P1k=n fk (seeBurke, 1975). ThenW �2 (s) = 1Xn=1 E�e�sW2��J is n-th)�gn = 1Xn=1 E he�s(Pn�1i=1 Bi)i gn= 1Xn=1 �B�(s)�n�1gn = 1Xn=1 �B�(s)�n�1 1f 1Xk=n fk = 1f 1Xk=1 fk kXn=1 �B�(s)�n�1= 1f 1Xk=1 fk 1� [B�(s)]k1� B�(s) = 1f(1� B�(s))h1� bX�B�(s)�i : (9.3)13



Also, E[W2] = 1Xn=1 E[W2��J is n-th]gn = 1Xn=1(n� 1)bgn = bf 1Xk=1 fk kXn=1(n� 1)= bf 1Xk=1 fk k(k � 1)2 = b2f �E[X2]� f� = bf (2)2f : (9.4)Finally, since W = W1 +W2 while W1 and W2 are independent, we obtainW �(s) =W �1 (s) �W �2 (s) : (9.5)The mean queueing time is given byE[W ] = �E[Y 2]2(1� �) + �E[U2]2 � 1 + bf (2)2f : (9.6)For the MV case, equation (9.5) reduces to Baba's (1986) equation (24) and Takagi'sequation (3.20):W �MX=G=1+MV (s) = s(1� �)�1� bX(B�(s))�f�s� �+ � bX(B�(s))�(1� B�(s)) � 1� U�(s)sE[U ] =W �(s)MX=G=1 �R�U(s)(9.7)implying the decomposition W =WMX=G=1 +RU (see equation (3.13) above). Clearly, (9.7)follows from (9.1) when there is no dormant time (T = 0 and D = 0) within a vacationperiod. Now, E �WMX=G=1+MV� = �E[Y 2]2(1� �) + E[U2]2E[U ] + bf (2)2f= �fb(2)2(1� �) + bf (2)2f(1� �) + E[U2]2E[U ] : (9.8)Equation (9.8) coincides with equation (18) of Rosenberg and Yechiali (1993), and withequation (25) of Baba (1986).For the SV case,E �WMX=G=1+SV� = �E[Y 2]2(1� �) + �E[U2]2(�E[U ] + U�(�)) + bf (2)2f= �fb(2)2(1� �) + bf (2)2f(1� �) + �E[U2]2[�E[U ] + U�(�)] : (9.9)Equation (9.9) is identical to equation (32) of Rosenberg and Yechiali (1993).It is readily seen that E[WMX=G=1+SV] < E[W ] < E[WMX=G=1+MV].14
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